Talk about the story
Dare is an inspirational poem full of messages of
empowerment, encouragement and the joy of
daring to be the best person you can be.
Download your own Dare illustration
The signs in the book say ‘Save our oceans now’
and ‘Say no to plastic’. Why do you think that is?
What are the children dressing up as? If you could dress
up as anything, what would you be?
The girl on the cover of the book is wearing a hearing
aid. Why might someone need to use one?
These people are having a protest. Do you know what
protest means? Why might you have a protest?

On the next page you'll
find some brilliant
activities!

Activities
Activity 1 Colouring sheet
Get colouring with this fun
illustration from Polly Noakes!
Add your own placard too.
What issues do you care
about?
Find this colouring activity on
the next page

Activity 2 super star!

Activity 3
What can you
see around you?
Have a go at
creating your
own illustrations
using the nature
shapes below.

dare to see what others
don't

Then try taking your own photos & adding features
too!
Find this activity sheet on the next page

Activity 4 Design your own costume

Fill your star with all of
your hopes and dreams
for the next year!
Cut out your star and put
it somewhere to remind
you of your goals!

This book is full of
dreams, adventures
and costumes.
What would your
magical costume look
like?

Find this activity sheet on the next page

Find this activity sheet on the next page

What will
YOU dare
to do?

Fill your star with all of
your hopes and dreams
for the next year!
Cut out your star and put
it somewhere to remind
you of your goals!
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Look up!

What can you see around you?
Have a go at creating your own illustrations using the nature shapes below.
Then try taking your own photos and adding features too!
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My costume
This book is full of dreams, adventures and costumes.
What would your magical costume look like? Draw it in the space below.
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